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CORRECTION

Correction to: The effect of self‑limiting
on the prevention and control of the diffuse
COVID‑19 epidemic with delayed
and temporal‑spatial heterogeneous
Cheng‑Cheng Zhu1 and Jiang Zhu2*

Correction to: B
 MC Infect Dis (2021) 21:1145
https://doi.org/10.1186/s12879-021-06670-y

Following publication of the original article [1], an error
was identified in page 11.
The font of the first and fifth lines currently read: L
The font should read: L.
Furthermore an error was identified in formula (7).
The formula currently read: µ(x, t)A.
The formula should read �(x, t).
The original article [1] has been corrected.
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